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Each strongly elliptic operator in the enveloping Lie algebra associated with a 
continuous representation of a Lie group generates a holomorphic semigroup S 
whose action is determined by a universal integral kernel K. We derive pointwise 
bounds, and L,-bounds, on K and its derivatives. For example, if the operator is 
mth order and the group has dimension d then we prove that lK,(g)l < 
at~“‘me-h”“ly”“~~~“e~/ for all g E G and t > 0, where a, b, and w are positive con- 
stants. The derivative bounds have similar decrease properties as a function over G, 
the correct singularity as a function of t, and also reflect the joint analyticity of K. 
One new feature in the analysis is a generalized Nash inequality for the differential 
structure of the group representation and one application is to Sobolev embeddings 
for Lie groups. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In an unpublished thesis in 1960 Langlands [Lanl] laid the foundation 
for a theory of elliptic differential operators on a Lie group. Langlands 
examined elliptic operators with constant coefficients in the representation 
of the enveloping Lie algebra associated with a Banach space representa- 
tion of a Lie group G. He proved elliptic regularity properties, established 
that the closure of each strongly elliptic operator generates a holomorphic 
semigroup S= {S,),,, and demonstrated that the action of S is deter- 
mined by a representation-independent integral kernel K which is analytic 
as a function over R, x G. (These results were announced in [Lan2].) In 
[Rob1 ] we strengthened Langlands’ regularity conclusions by demon- 
strating that the a priori estimates of Agmon, Doughs, and Nirenberg 
[ADN] are valid for strongly elliptic operators. Further we proved that 
the analytic structure of the group representation is completely determined 
by the corresponding structure of these elliptic operators. Finally, with 
Bratteli, Goodman, and Jorgensen [BGJRl], we verified the analogue of 
the Girding inequalities for unitary representations. Now we exploit these 
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results to further analyze the boundedness and analyticity properties of the 
semigroups S and their kernels K. 
Our main result establishes bounds on K, and its derivative with respect 
to t and then the bounds are extended to higher derivatives of K, with 
respect to t or with respect to left translations by the group. This extension 
is made by standard techniques of holomorphic semigroups combined with 
general methods of functional analysis given in [BGJR2] and [Rob1 1. 
Although bounds on integral kernels of second-order elliptic and 
subelliptic operators on quite general manifolds have been analyzed 
extensively in recent years there appears to have been little attention 
devoted to the higher-order operators. (A cross section of recent results on 
the second-order case is given in [CKS], [Davl], [Dav2], [JSC], [LiY], 
[Mag], [Varl], [Var2] but the literature is expanding rapidly.) In fact 
our results extend those known for second-order operators associated with 
a Lie group representation because we do not impose any symmetry 
requirements, i.e., conditions of formal self-adjointness. Nevertheless we do 
require the operators to be strongly elliptic and not just subelliptic. This, 
however, appears inevitable at the current stage of development because 
there is no basic theory of subelliptic operators of order higher than two. 
One advantage of studying non-symmetric operators is that all our 
bounds on K and S can then be easily extended to complex values of t. The 
reason for analyzing higher-order operators is that they play a universal 
role in the description of the analytic structure of group representations. 
Moreover we note that the integral kernels K which we examine are not 
necessarily positive and positivity arguments are of no relevance to the 
discussion. Subsequently, in a paper with Arendt and Batty [ABR], we 
establish that K is positive if, and only if, the associated elliptic operator is 
of second order with real coefficients. 
2. GENERAL FORMULATION 
Let .%” be a Banach space, G a connected Lie group, and U a strongly, 
or weakly*, continuous representation of G by bounded linear operators 
U(g), gE G, acting on X. We fix throughout a basis a,, . . . . a, of the Lie 
algebra g. All subsequent estimates then depend upon this particular 
choice. Next we define Ai (= dU(a;)) to be the generator of the one- 
parameter subgroup t E R H U(e -“‘I) and for each p = 1,2, . we define the 
CP-subspace 
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of X. The corresponding CP-seminorms np are then defined inductively by 
n,(x) = II4 and 
xEXpanp(x)= sup npm~l(A,x) 
l<i<d 
for p = 1, 2, . . . . The CP-norm is introduced by 
xgXp- lIxllp= llxll +n,(x). 
The subspace XP is a Banach space with respect o the norm I/ . lip. 
Next if CI = (a,, . . . . cxd) is a multi-index with cl; 2 0 and 5 = (tl, . . . . td) E Rd 
we use the standard notation Ial =crl+ ... +a, and (“=[4’...57. Then 
the m th order form 
with coefficients c, E C is defined to be strongly elliptic if 
Re (-1)“” 
( c E) 
CZ ci 2Pm 151” (2.1) 
I;Jdl =m 
for some pm > 0 and all 5 E Rd. The largest value of pm for which this 
inequality holds for all 5 is called the ellipticity constant of the form C,. 
Now we define 
A,(c)= 1 c,A”, (2.2) 
4al <m 
where A”=A”;‘...Ay and D(A,) = Xm. If C, is strongly elliptic then A, 
( = A,,(c)) is said to be strongly elliptic. The results we need concerning 
such operators are summarized as follows: 
1. Each strongly elliptic A, is closable and the closure 2, satisfies 
Xm,ED((A,)“)~Xm,-, 
for all IZ = 1, 2, . . . ; 
2. 2, generates a holomorphic semigroup S; 
3. if dg denotes left-invariant Haar measure on G then there exists a 
representation-independent family t > 0 H K, of bounded functions over G 
such that 
stx = s & K(g) Vgb (2.3) G 
for all t>O and XEX; 
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4. there is a C> 0 such that 
for all EE (0, 11, x~D(x,,,), andp= 1,2 ,..., m- 1; 
5. if 9” is a Hilbert space and U is unitary then for each p’ E [0, p,) 
there is a 4’30 such that 
for all XE%~. 
Properties 1, 2, and 3 are proved in Langlands’ thesis [Lanl], 
Property 4 is established in [Rob1 ] and is the Lie group analogue of the 
AgmonDouglissNirenberg a priori estimates [ADN], while Property 5 is 
a Lie group version of Girding’s inequality [Girl] which is proved in 
[BGJR]. The constants C, and q’, are representation independent. 
In addition to this general structure we need the usual L,-spaces 
L,(G; dg) with respect to the left-invariant Haar measure dg. On these 
spaces G is continuously represented by left translations L where 
(Ug)fM) =fW’h). 
We use the common symbol L to denote these translations on each of the 
L,-spaces and at the risk of further confusion we also use 11. lip to denote 
the L,-norm. Then L,,:,, and 11. IIptrn will be used for the Cm-subspace and 
the Cm-norm with respect to the isometric representation (L,(G; dg), G, L). 
Moreover, we define the convolution product cp *f with respect to left 
translations by 
(cp *f)(s) = (L(cp)fNg) =jG d/t cp(h).fV -%I. 
Finally, we use the standard relations 
JG &fW’) =JG ds d(g) ‘f(s) 
(2.6) 
for the modular function d of the group. 
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3. NASH INEQUALITIES 
The subsequent L,-estimates of semigroup kernels are based upon varia- 
tions of an inequality first derived by Nash [Nas] to discuss parabolic 
partial differential equations on L,(Rd; dx). Our proof is for L,(G; dg) and 
is partially based upon an abstract version of Nash’s original method, 
which he attributes to Stein. The abstraction uses Young’s inequality which 
for non-unimodular groups has a slight twist. 
Note that we use A to denote both the modular function and the corre- 
sponding multiplication operator on the various function spaces. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p, q, rE[l,a] with l+pP1=qP’+rP’. 1f (PE 
L,(G; dg) and fe L,(G; dg) then cp * A*fc L,(G, dg), where 6 = r-’ -p-l, 
and 
llv * AyllpG IIdL, . Ilf II).. (3.1) 
Proof: The proof is a slight variation of the usual proof of Young’s 
inequality by interpolation arguments (see, for example, [ReS, Sect. IX]). 
Now we are prepared to prove the crucial version of Nash’s inequality. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exist C, c > 0 such that 
llf II /, d f' Ilf lIp;m +C(=Fds IIA %r (3.2) 
for all E > 0, all f E L,;,(G; dg) with A -"f E L,(G; dg), all m = 1, 2, . . . . and 
p,rwithlQr~p~~,where~=r~‘-p~~‘.ThevalueofCdependsonlyon 
G and the value of c on G and m. 
Proof Let cp E C,(G) with cp 3 0 and 
s dg cpk) = 1. G 
Then for each f E L, one has 
Therefore 
(3.3) 
Ilfll,G jG&dg) lItI-Lk))fll,+ lI4oll,4-~ll,, (3.4) 
where r-l + 4-l = 1 +p~- ‘. This estimate follows from a combination of 
Minkowski’s inequality and Young’s inequality (3.1). 
580/97/2-9 
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Next there is an open neighbourhood si of the origin in R” which is 
mapped diffeomorphically into an open neighbourhood Q of the identity e 
in G by the exponential map. Choose A> 0 small enough that B, = {s E R”: 
1.~1 <A} cd and let E; cQ denote the image of Bj under the map. Now 
assume the support of cp is in E;. Then the image 4 of cp under the inverse 
exponential map has support in B, and 
for a suitable C’ > 0. 
The coefficients in this last inequality can be estimated by elementary 
means. The normalization condition on cp ensures that 
and 
Thus one concludes from (3.5) that there are an &e>O and a ceO >O such 
that 
Ilf, 6 8 Ilfll,;l +&-d%,, lid yfll, 
for all E E (0, cO] and f E L,;, with A -“f E L,. But since [lfll,, < ilf/l,,, for all 
f E L,; 1 it follows easily that there is a C, > 0 such that 
Ilfll, 6 6 llfll,,I + &-d6c, lld -WI, (3.6) 
for all E > 0 and f~ L,;, with A~m6f E L,. This proves the proposition for 
m=l. The general case is a consequence of the following elementary 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. For each m = 2, 3, . . . there is a k, > 0 such that 
Ilf llp.lff-’ ll.fllp;m +E ‘km llf IIp 
forall~~O,all1=1,2 ,..., m-l,allf~L,.,,andalll<p<~. 
(3.7) 
Next following Nash [Nas], we minimize the right-hand side of (3.2) 
with respect to E. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. There exists an a > 0 such that 
llfll,< a ll.fIId?“+d6 P. m l\A-sfll”l(“+d”) r (3.8) 
for all f E L,;, with A -"f E L, and all p, r with 1 < r <p < co, where, 
6 = r - ’ - p - I. The value of a depends only on m and G. 
Inequalities (3.2) and (3.8) are direct analogues of Nash’s results for 
L2 (Rd; dx). Both inequalities express properties of the differential structure 
of left translations of G on the spaces L,(G; dg). If, however, one uses 
Girding’s inequality for the strongly elliptic operator A, on L,(G; dg) 
as given in [BGJRl] one can obtain alternative formulations of both 
inequalities in terms of A,. For example, (3.2) immediately gives 
Ilf II i d P Re(f, A,f) + K&-d8 11 A -711 f 
for all EE (0, 11, all f~ LZ;,, such that Ap6fe L,, and all rE [l, 21, where 
6=rp’-i, 
4. SEMIGROUP KERNELS 
Let S denote the holomorphic semigroup generated by the closure A, of 
the strongly elliptic operator A, associated with left translations L on 
L,(G; dg). The action of S is given by convolution [Lanl], 
(s,f)(n)=~~dhK,(h)f(h-'g). (4.1) 
and it follows from the universality of K that S,(L, n L,) s L, n L, for each 
t > 0. Hence the S,, t > 0, are densely defined operators from L, to L, for 
each pair p, r E [ 1, cc 1. Our immediate aim is to bound the norms IISlll, _ r 
of S, from L, to L, but because of the modular structure it is convenient 
to introduce a slightly different scale of spaces. 
Define p=pP1-2-’ and let L, denote the space of measurable 
functions f over G such that A-@~E L, equipped with the norm 
/l.fllfi = llAp”f lip. In particular L, = LI and 11. /Iz = I/. /I 2. Moreover, if q is 
the exponent conjugate to p, i.e., if p-’ + q ~ ’ = 1, then p + 4 = 0 and so L, 
can be identified with the dual of L, and one has the Holder inequality 
Ii - G dg cp(g)rl/(g) d IIVII@ ll$llq 
for q E L, and $ E L,. Note that the spaces Ld are invariant under left 
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translations L but the action of L is not isometric, uniess p= 2 or G is 
unimodular. Specifically 
for g E G and fg L,. Nevertheless the elliptic operator A, associated with 
L on Ld has a closure A,, which generates a holomorphic semigroup S 
whose action is given by (4.1). Again it follows that the S,, t > 0, are 
densely defined operators from L, to L, for each pair p, r E [ 1, co] and we 
will in fact bound the norms /(S,/I, _ i of S, from L, to Li. Such bounds are 
directly related to the L, to L, bounds because A-” is an isometric map 
from L, into L, and hence 
IIS,llP--ti= IL-‘&A”ll,+,. (4.2) 
The method of obtaining bounds on IIS,llpmp consists of three elements, 
Girding’s inequality, the Nash inequality (3.8), and a duality argument. 
Note that if A,, acts on L, then its adjoint AZ acts on L,, where 
4-l +p-’ = 1. Moreover, AZ restricted to L+,, can be reexpressed by use 
of the structure relations of g as an ordered polynomial in the generators 
A, of left translations on L,. Explicitly one has 
for allfe L,;, in analogy with the relation (2.2) defining A, on L,. But it 
follows from the grading property of the structure relations that CL = c, if 
1~11 = m and hence the form CL over Rd determined by the cd is strongly 
elliptic. Therefore the operator AL = A,(c+) on L, is strongly elliptic and 
its closure generates a holomorphic semigroup $. Then by duality 
llmp+i= II~rll~~~ (4.3) 
for all t > 0 and p, r E [ 1, co], where q and s are the conjugates of p and 
r. We remark that CL is completely determined by C, and the structure 
constants of g. 
Since S is holomorphic S,Z c D(A,) and A,S, is a bounded operator 
on 3 for all t > 0 and it follows by duality that 
for all t > 0 and p, r E [ 1, co]. Now we estimate the cross-norms ((S,jl, _ i 
and IIA,S,Il,+,. 
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F~~P~~ITION 4.1. There exist a, o > 0 such that 
IISIIIP+B<at~d6’mew’ 
IIA,S~l(i,p~at~1~d6’mew’ 
(4.4) 
for all t>O andp, rE [l, co] with r<p, where 6=r-‘-p-‘. The values of 
a and w depend only on G and C,. 
Proof We concentrate on estimating the cross-norms llS,J,,,; then the 
estimates for ]I A, S, II p _ B follow easily. 
First, we estimate IlSJ i+ 2 for Y E [ 1,2] by Nash’s differential inequality 
technique [Nas]. 
Since S is continuous on Lt and L, there exist M> 1, u 2 0, such that 
IIS,I/i+iG~ew’, IIS,II2+2GMe”’ 
for all t > 0. Then by Stein’s extension of the Riesz-Thorin theorem to 
weighted L,-spaces [Ste, Theorem 23, it follows that 
IIW,+,~~~“’ (4.5) 
for all t > 0 and p E [ 1,2]. But the same estimates are valid for the adjoint 
semigroup St if A4 and co are chosen sufficiently large. Then if q E [2, co ] 
is the conjugate variable to PE [l, 21 one has IIS,l14+B= lISjl/,,, by 
duality and hence (4.5) is valid for all p E [ 1, co]. 
Now let q’ be the constant in Girding’s inequality (2.5) applied to A, 
on L?. Thus we fix p’ E (0, p,) and choose q’ > 0 such that 
Wf, Af 12 P’ llf II ii,+ - 4’ Ilf II: (4.6) 
for all f~ L,;,. Then define F: t > 0 H F(t) > 0 by 
F(t)= IlS,fli~epz4”. 
This function satislies the differential inequality 
$FO= -2{WS,f,A,S,f)+q' II~,fll~)e~2y” 
d -2p’(lI~,fl12~m~2e~y”)2 (4.7) 
for all f E L, and t > 0. Here we use the fact that S,L, c L,;, for t > 0, 
which is a consequence of holomorphy of S and the first result of 
Langlands summarized in Section 2. In addition we have used (4.6) with f 
replace by S,f: 
58019712.IO 
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Next suppose Y < 2; then there is an u2 > 0 such that 
llS,fl12 6 a, llS,.fil $c:/T + *““’ ~iS,,fli’;” 0’1+2d’) 
6 a2(~~e~~~‘r l~,f11~)4(‘~l+ dcj) ~ls,fl~ ;z$‘+*da) 
by Corollary 3.4 and (4.6). Here 6 = r ’ - 2 ~ ’ = 7. Thus 
qt) <a;(~$(-/“’ ~lf’ll~)*“/‘“‘+*d”) (11~~f11~:~,~~~4’f)4d~6!‘m+*d~). (4.8) 
Combination of (4.7) and (4.8) then gives the differential inequality 
$ qt)-4d” 2 as(a3eW -Y’)( llfll i)rm’d(iT 
where ab = (p’ma:/dd) and a3 = a, ‘AI’. Since F(t) 3 0 it follows by integra- 
tion that 
or, alternatively, 
llS,f II 2da; da/ma3 llflji t-dWme(w’ v d)r, 
Since0<6<$andxE(O,$]++e L’X log X is uniformly bounded one concludes 
that positive a, and o, exist such that 
Ij S,II i _ 2 < aPimP (4.9) 
for all t > 0 and r E [ 1,2). But then the bound extends by continuity to 
r = 2. 
The values of a and w in (4.9) depend only on G and the form C, and 
one can be chosen such that one also has 
for all t > 0 and r E [ 1, 21. Then if s is the conjuate to r this gives 
IIS,li2+i= /ISjlli+2<atPdb’“e”’ 
for all t>O and s~[2,co] but now 6=r ‘-$=i-SK’. Therefore if 
r<2<p one has 
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for all t>O with S=(Y-l-~)+(~-p-l)=(r-l-p~l). Therefore by 
suitable choice of a and o one concludes that 
fort>Owith6=r-1-p-1wheneverp=r~[1,co],orr~2,<p.TheIirst 
statement of the proposition now follows by Stein’s version of the 
Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [Ste, Theorem 21. 
Finally, since S is holomorphic on Li and Li there exist M’, o’ > 0 such 
that 
lIA,S,lli+~ = II~t,Z~,~,1211i-ti~~‘t-1ew” 
II&S,ll2+2= lISrlZA,S,IzIIi,~~M’t-leU’r 
for all t > 0. Then by another application of Stein’s interpolation theorem 
[ Ste, Theorem 21, 
IIA,S,ll,,d 6 M’t-‘e”” 
for all t > 0, and all p E [ 1, 21. But similar bounds follow for p E [2, cc ] by 
a duality argument. Now it follows from the first statement of the proposi- 
tion that 
i.e., the second statement of the proposition holds. Clearly by choosing a 
and o sufficiently large both inequalities (4.4) hold. 
Since the semigroup S is holomorphic one can also consider estimates on 
))SZJJ i+B for z in the holomorphy sector. But such estimates are easily 
derived from the foregoing considerations. If z = I tl eiV then zA, = 
ItI (e@A,) and eiVPAm is an elliptic operator with form e@C,,,. Then 
introducing 
qm = sup 
(i ,; (I 
m c,)5” ; 151 d 1 
I I 
(4.10) 
x m 
one has 
(eiVc,)ta 
> 
>(PmCosv-qm lsincpl) 151”. (4.11) 
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Therefore if cp E [0, Cot ’ qm/p,,,) the form e’WCm is strongly elliptic with 
ellipticity constant p,(q), where 
P,(CP) 3 pnl Cos cp - q,,, Sin cp > 0. 
Hence if p’ E (0, p,(q)) one can choose a q’ 3 0 such that Girding’s 
inequality (2.5) is valid simultaneously for all the operators e@A,,,. Then 
the remaining estimates in the above proof are unchanged and one reaches 
the following conclusion. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If cp E [0, Cot ‘qmp,,,) then there exist a, o > 0 such 
that 
(4.12) 
for all z#O with largzl<cp and all r,pE[l,cO] with r<p, where 
6=rP’-pP’. 
These estimates can also be expressed as LB-bounds on the kernel K of 
S and its derivative K’ with respect to t, i.e., K;(g) = aK,(g)/at. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Zf cp E [0, Cot-’ q,/p,) then K,, K; E L,(G; dg) for 
all z#O with largzl <cp and allpE[l, a~]. Moreover there exist a, o>O 
such that 
IId’I2K,II, < a Iz( -d(l -P-‘j/m e”i? 
Il~‘/2K;~l, 6 a IzI - 1 d(l -P-‘h ,ui-i. 
(4.13) 
Note that if p = co one has the uniform estimates 
[K,(g)1 <a ~~~~~‘“e~“~‘~A(g) “2 
IKi(g)l <a (~1 -‘-- d’memlzl~(g)p’i2 
for all g E G. Our aim is to adapt Davies’ methods of weighted estimates 
[Davl] to improve these bounds and incorporate the decrease properties 
as Ig]/t’l” + a. 
Let $E C”‘(G) be uniformly bounded and for each ~GR define the 
bounded multiplication operators U, by 
(u,f )(g) = ePeCg!f(g) (4.14) 
for f E L,(G; dg), and p E [ 1, cc 1. Then introduce the semigroups 
sy= u,‘s,u,, 
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with generators A; = U; i A, U,, Since $ E Co3( G) it is easily checked that 
U, L,;, = L,,;,, for all p E [ 1, co] and 
(U,Y’AiUpf)(g)= -$(exp{pi(e-“‘x)-p~(n)}~(e~‘“a))I,-o 
= (Aif) + P(Ai$)(g)f(g) (4.15) 
for f~ Lzil. Then differentiating with respect o p, one finds 
((Ad A,)(rCl)f)(g) =(AilCl)(g)fk). (4.16) 
Consequently the products A” transform as 
U,‘ArU,=A’+ c c,,P(P; NAB> (4.17) 
B;ISI < 111 
where the c&p; II/) are bounded multiplication operators. The coefficient 
c,;~ is a polynomial in p of order /cl1 - I/? and a function of the derivatives 
A’$ of II/ with ly( = 1, . . . . 1~1 - I/31. It is crucial for the sequel that these coef- 
ficients depend only upon the derivatives A’$ and not on Ic/ itself. In order 
to keep account of this in the following estimates we introduce a seminorm 
n, by setting 
nl(lCI)=suP(I(Aill/)(g)l; gEG, i= 1, ...> d} 
and then defining recursively 
n/c+l(‘/‘)= sup n,(AiIC/) ” nk($). (4.18) 
l<i<d 
Now the basic perturbation property of A; is the following. 
LEMMA 4.4. For each E E (0, 1) there is a k, > 0 such that 
llbC-4n)flld~~ IIA,fIl~+kU +P”) llfllfi 
for all p E R and f E L,;, and p E [ 1, 00 1. The value of k, depends upon E, G, 
C,, and n,($), but is independent of p. 
Although we have stated Lemma 4.4 on L,, a similar result follows for 
other function-space representations because the only estimation technique 
we have used is the general a priori bound (2.4). In contrast the second 
perturbation result, a quadratic form perturbation estimate, is more sen- 
sitively linked to the representation of G on L, = Li because it uses 
Garding’s inequality (2.5). 
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LEMMA 4.5. For euch E E (0, 1 ) there is a k, such that 
l(.L (A+A,,,)J‘)I bt: Re(.L A,,, 1 +k,(l +P”‘) llfll: (4.19) 
for all p E R, and f E L,;,. The value qf k, depends only on c, G, C,,, und 
nn7i2($ 1. 
Now we are prepared to prove the analogues of Proposition 4.1 and 
Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 for S”. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Zf cp E [0, Cot-’ qm/p,,,) then there exist a, w > 0 such 
that 
(4.20) 
forallp~R,allz#Owith~argz~6cp,andallp,r~[l,cC] withrbp,where 
6=r-‘-p-l. ThevaluesofaandwdependonlyonG,C,,andn,($). 
Proof: The proof follows the general outline of the argument used to 
establish Proposition 4.1. We discuss the new features for real z and then 
the adaptation to complex z is exactly the same as that in Corollary 4.2. 
First we argue that there exist M’ > 1 and o’ 3 0, independent of p such 
that 
(4.21) 
for all p E R, t >O, and PE [l, co]. But by the duality and interpolation 
theory argument used at the beginning of the proof of Proposition 4.1 it 
suffices to establish this for p = 1, and p = 2. Now A, generates the 
holomorphic semigroup S. Thus there is a region S,(0) of the complex 
plane 
S,(e)= {zEC; IzI >r, /argzl<e> 
and a C > 0 such that 
for all /1 E S,(e). Moreover, 
S,=(2xi)-' 1 d;l e”(AZ+ A,) ‘. 
r7.r,(0, 
(4.22) 
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It then follows that lIstI 6 Moe”, t > 0, for a suitable M, B 1. Now 
Lemma 4.4 gives the norm estimate on L, , or Lz, 
II(A;-A,)(;Iz+2,)-‘II d&(1 + IAl . II(E”z+A,))‘//) 
+k:(l +p”) ll(~~+~m)r’II 
b&(1 +C)+k,C(l +p”)/lnl. 
Therefore by choosing E small and 111 large one can ensure that 
II(Ak-A,)(;Iz+A,)-‘~I < 1, 
and this for all A satisfying a bound 111 B o’( 1 + p”), where o’ is inde- 
pendent of p. Then, under this same restraint on 2, the perturbation series 
(nz+A;)-‘=(iz+A,)-’ c (-(AL-A,)(iz+A,)-1)” 
H30 
allows one to define (AZ+ A;)- ’ and to deduce that it satisfies a bound 
II(kz+AyII d c’ Iill -I. 
Of course one also requires that II E S,.(d). Then the semigroup Sp 
generated by A; can be constructed by a contour integral similar to (4.22). 
One has 
Sf=(27+’ jc,s 
,’ 
c8)dl.e”‘(iZ+A~)-’ 
where r’ = o’( 1 + p”). It follows immediately from this integral representa- 
tion and the resolvent bound for AL that one has the bounds (4.21) for 
p= 1, andp=2. 
Second, we note that A;, satisfies the G&ding inequality (2.5) on Lz. 
This is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.5. One has 
Re(f, 42) 2 Wf, A,f) - I(f, (AL - 4Jf)l 
for all f E L,;,. Therefore using (4.19) and the Girding inequality for A, 
one finds 
Re(~A~f)~(1-&)Re(f,A,f)-k,(l+p”)IlfII: 
2 (1 - 8) P’ llfll:;,,* 
- ((1 -Ek’+kil +P)I llfll: 
for all f~ L2:,, and all E > 0. 
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Third, we repeat the estimates in the proof of Proposition 4.1 using the 
Nash inequality to reach the conclusion analogous to (4.9). But now w 
must be larger than w’( 1 + p’“) and (1 - E)q’ + k,( 1 + p”‘), where 0 < E < 1. 
This can be arranged for all p E R by choosing o= ~“(1 +p”) with w”, 
independent of p, sufficiently large. 
Finally since )I Sy I/ p _ 2 has a suitable bound the remainder of the proof 
follows as in the discussion of Proposition 4.1. 
One also has a direct analogue of Corollary 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If cp E [0, Cot ‘q,/p,) and g E C -+ K;(g) = 
K(gW p(ti(R’p *(c)1 is the kernel associated with Sf then A”‘Kf E L,(G; dg) 
for all z #O with Jarg z/ d cp and all PE [ 1, m]. Moreover, there exist 
a. w > 0 such that 
IlA1’2Kfll,,da Izl- 41 -p-l)i~e~~(i +pqzi 
l/A “‘(&‘)‘I1 p < a lzl I -d(l -p ‘)/mew(l +pm)lzl 
for all p E R. The values of a, and o, depend ony on G, C,, cp, and n,(ll/). 
Note that if p = cc one has the estimates 
for all PER. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let cp E [0, Cot-’ q,/p,). There exist a, 6, w >O such 
that 
(4.24) 
uniformly for all g E G and z # 0 with I arg zI 6 cp. 
Proof: The proof is based upon the foregoing estimates, a particular 
choice of $, and a subsequent minimization over p. In fact it is necessary 
to make one choice of $ for large (gl and a variety of choices if lgl is small. 
As a preliminary we remark that if suffices to prove (4.24) with K:, and 
KS, replaced by A’i2Kz, and A ‘I’KI, respectively. This follows because A is 
a continuous homomorphism of G and hence A(g) 1’2 6 creBlgl for all g E G, 
where a > 1 and /I 2 0. But for each E > 0 one can choose w, > 0 such that 
lgl dE(lglm/lZl)l’(m~l)+Ot lzl 
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uniformly in (gl and (z(. Thus the estimates (4.24) with a factor A”’ imply 
the estimates without the factor if b is slightly reduced and a and o are 
increased. Hence we now prove the modified version of (4.24). 
First consider g close to the identity e of G. We use the exponential map 
as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Let $? E C,“(Rd) with supp 4 c B, and 
@J(S)= 1 if sE Byz. Next fix SUE Bj.,2, with s,, # 0, define e, = s,/ls,l, and set 
I&S)= @(s)e, .s. Thus $(s,) = Isol and $(O)=O. Now let $ be the image of 
1,6 under the inverse exponential map. Then $ E C,“(G), supp tj c E,, and 
Il/(e)=O. But there is a c> 1 such that c leps’al > IsI 2c-l le-r’ol for all 
SEB,. Therefore if g=epsO’rr one also has t/(g) = t+&s,) = IsO/ >c-’ lgl. 
Hence inserting this choice of $ into (4.23) one finds 
Ijqg)l <a IzI -d/m e"~l+~~~l~lePl~llc~(g)~l/2 
le;(g)l da IzI - 1 --d/~ew~l+~~~lzle~lRllc~(g)-- l/2 
(4.25) 
for p < 0. Now it is crucial that one can choose 4 such that n,($) < (k/12)m, 
for some k > 0, independently of the choice of s0 E Bj.,2. Therefore the 
bounds (4.25) hold uniformly for all g E G with lg/ 6 11, and z # 0 with 
larg zl <q, and p GO. Then minimizing (4.25) with respect to p one 
obtains (4.24) uniformly for I gl < p and larg zl < cp. 
Second, suppose 1 gl b p. We now choose cp E C,?(G) with supp cp c 
{gEG; lgl <p/3}, ~~30, and 
s 
dh q(h) = 1, s dh v(h) Ihl = p/3. G G 
Next define 
%(g)=~Gdh cpW)(lhp’gl + IhI) 
for all g E G. It follows from the triangle inequality that 
id mg)< igi +2~/3. 
Finally for E > 0 define $ by 
+a) = x(gNl +u(g))-’ 
One now has rl/(e)=(2p/3)(1 +~(2,~/3)))l and 
igi (1 +E ki)-Wwaigi +2~/3)(1 +w +2~/3))-1. 
In particular, if I gl > p then 
I//(g)-ti(e)3(lglP)(l +E lgl)-‘. (4.26) 
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Since Ic/ is formed by composition of the function x > OHJ;,(S) = 
X( 1 + EX))’ and x it suffices to examine these functions separately. But 
if~“‘(.~)I <e”~ ‘(n - l)!. But it is readily checked that Ic/ E C’“(G) and 
the derivatives of $ are uniformly bounded for c E (0, 11. In fact n,,($) < 
Cm%- 1 (cp), where C, depends only on G, and p. 
Now using this choice of $ it follows from (4.23) and (4.26) that if p < 0 
and 1 gl3 p then 
where the values of a, and o, depend only on G, C,,, and n,($). Since 
n,(e) is uniformly bounded for E E (0, l] one can then take the limit E + 0 
and obtain the bounds (4.25), whenever 1 gl 3 p, with c = 3, I gl b ,u. Therefore 
minimizing again with respect to p gives (4.24) for this range of g. Since the 
bounds have already been established for the complementary range the 
proof is completed by the preliminary remark made at the beginning. 
5. ANALYTICITY ESTIMATES 
Our next aim is to extend the pointwise bounds on K, and Ki to bounds 
on the derivatives A”Kz with respect to the group. This can be reduced to 
bounding A”S, on Li because 
4g)“2 I(A”K)k)6 Il~“‘(A”K)lL 
6 IIA”S,,AIi+i IISz/211i+a 
= IIAySz!zIli+i II~“2KzIIx~ 
But the norms lIA”S;/I r _ 7 can be estimated from bounds on I/SZ(l r _ t and 
II A,S,II I_ t by use of the a priori inequalities (2.4) and the iteration 
arguments of [BGJR2] as developed in [Robl]. 
Although this indicates the general tactic for obtaining bounds it does 
not lead to effective estimates when implemented on the Lb-spaces because 
it fails to incorporate the correct decrease properties of the derivatives as 
functions over G. Hence we apply the method to the action of G on a 
family of weighted L@-spaces. 
Let p E R and define Lg to be the space of measurable functions f such 
that 
s 
dg le “‘“!fk)l p < a 
G 
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equipped with the norm 
where p E [ 1, cc ). Similarly LP, is the space off satisfying 
ess. sup (e”‘“jf(g)l < cx) 
with the obvious norm. The spaces L; are all invariant under left trans- 
lations because /gl < lghl + IhI for all g, he G. In particular 
IlL(g)fll; G e’P”‘R’ Ilf II :: 
for all p E [ 1, co]. Next we define the Lg-spaces from the L,P-spaces in the 
same manner we used to define L,. Namely L$ = {f, A ppf E Lc, where 
jj=p-- -2-l) and 
lIfllg= IW’fll;= I/g l~““‘A(g)-“f(g)l’)Lh. 
( 
Again the Lg-spaces are invariant under left translations but now 
IIL(g)fllg~e’P”‘g’A(g)~-P llfll$. 
We next examine the elliptic operators A, associated with the forms C, 
and the representation of G by left translations on Lg. If S denotes the 
semigroup generated by the closure A, of A, then the action of S is still 
given by the kernel K, 
for all f~ L$, and each p E [l, cc]. Now we extend the result of the 
previous section by bounding the norms Il,SJ $,, of S as an operator from 
Lf’ to Lg. We begin by considering the case r =p. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (PE [0, Cot-’ q,/p,). Then there exist a, w >O such 
that 
IIS=lIg_d~aew(l+pm)l’l 
I(A,Sz/I$,b<a 121-l e”(ltpm)lZI 
(5.1) 
uniformly for z#O with s#O with largzl 6cp, PER, andp= [l, co]. The 
values of a and w depend only on G, C,, and cp. 
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The proof is a straightforward application of the bounds (4.24). 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let cp E [0, Cot ~’ qm/p,n). Then there exist a, w > 0 
such that 
Proof The a priori inequalities (2.4) applied to left translations on Lg 
give 
Therefore using the bounds (5.1) one obtains 
~ls;.fllg;, <ue’““+“‘yEm- k IZI ’ + CE “) ~Ifll, 
for EE (0, 11. Setting E= Iz/“~’ one then finds 
IIA”s~II;,~<~’ 1~1 -k/m eM’+P)l=l 
for IzI d 1 and for all c1 with Ic(( = k 6 m - 1, where a’ = a(1 + C). 
The next corollary extends this statement. It is a consequence of an 
argument given in [BGJR2]. 
COROLLARY 5.3. There exist a, 6, w > 0 such that 
IIAZ~;~I~,B~ub”n!e’“(‘+~~m)‘~’ /zI -wm (5.3) 
for all z #O with larg zI d cp and IzJ < 1, and all SI with [cl1 = n. The values 
of a, b, and co, are independent of n, and of p. 
This statement follows from (5.2) by the argument used to prove 
Theorem 2.1 in [BGJR2] but some care has to be exercised to establish the 
universality of the a and w. 
The final estimate we need is on the cross-norm IlS,il T _ cc. 
LEMMA 5.4. Fix cp E [0, Cot ’ q,,,/p,,,). There exist a, o > 0 such that 
llS,II~,G, <a /~I~~‘~e”(‘+~“‘l~l 
for all z # 0 with (arg zI 6 cp and all p E R. The values of a, and cc), depend 
only on G, C,,, and q. 
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Proof First one has 
IlS$,, = sup{& l(~“2S,f)k)l; llfll;G 1, g4 
=sup{e~(‘g’~‘~‘)d(gh)“’ lKJgh)l; g, LEG} 
<~up{&‘%(g)“~ [K(g)/; gEG}. 
Then using the bounds of Theorem 4.8 
IISrII~+coda ~.~~~‘~e~~‘“‘sup{e ‘PI ‘l&T -b(‘g’“/‘Z’)“‘“-I’. g E G} 9 
<a 1~1 -d/m ed’ +pm) Izl 
for w’ sufficiently large. 
We can now deduce the principal result on derivatives. 
THEOREM 5.5. Fix cp E [0, Cot ~’ q,/p,). There exist a, h, c, w > 0 such 
that 
I(A”K 
Z 
)tg)l <&“I 1~1, (1 + 1~1 ~~I~I+~~l~)e~l=ie-~‘l~lm/l~l~‘~‘m-” (5.4) 
uniformly for g E G, z # 0 with / arg ZI 6 cp and all c(. The values of a, 6, c, and 
o depend only on G, C,, and rp. 
Proof: One has 
(A"S,f)(e)=j dh(A"K)(h)f(hp') 
G 
and hence 
eCpig’A(g)1’2 I(A*K,)(g)l Gsw{I(A”kf)(e)l; Ilfll~Gl) 
d lM”~;I/;+ 2 
for all p E R. Therefore if IzI Q 1 
I(A”KZ)(g)l Gep’g’4g)-1’2 IIA”S~,*lIf~i II~z~2/l~,~ 
dab”’ ICC/! IzI - (INI +41me(~+P)lgle41 +~+‘)lzl 
by the bounds d(g)-‘/* < yep’g’, Corollary 5.3, and Lemma 5.4. But these 
bounds are valid for all p ER, with a, 6, o, and /?, independent of p. 
Minimizing over p gives 
I(A”K z )(g)l <ab’“’ lcll! IzI - (‘ix’ +d)/me- ~(lg’“/‘z’)“‘m~‘)em’~;’ 
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Alternatively if 121 2 1 then 
for each z0 with Iz,,) = 1 and larg z/ d q and one can proceed in a similar 
manner. 
Note that the bounds (5.4) explicitly incorporate the analyticity of K as 
a function over G. The joint analyticity as a function over R, x G can be 
established by similar arguments ince 
for zj> 0 and zi + z2 + z3 = z. Then bounds analogous to (5.4) but 
describing the joint analyticity follow by estimating as above but also using 
the second bound of (5.1). We omit the details. 
6. RESOLVENT ESTIMATES 
The estimates of Section 4 on semigroup kernels can be used to derive 
bounds on the kernels of the resolvents (AZ+ 6,) ~ I. These bounds are 
useful for the generalization of the Sobolev embedding theorems. 
If 2 is sufficiently large the resolvent (AZ+ A,) ~ r is well-defined and can 
be identified as the Laplace transform 
(AZ+A,)~‘=Jo~ dIepA’S, 
of the semigroup S generated by A,. Since S acts by convolution with the 
kernel K the action of the resolvent is also determined by a convolution 
kernel R where 
R;.(x)=/~~ dte-“‘K,(g). (6.1) 
Therefore estimates on K can be converted into estimates on R. This is 
particularly easy if d> m. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume d/m > 1. There exist b, c, 2, > 0, and for each 
1> 2, and aj. > 0, such that 
IRj.(g)l <a, /gl ~(d-m)e~(‘*“‘~“)1gl (6.2) 
for all g E G. 
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The proof is an easy exercise in Laplace transformation and we omit the 
details. 
The bounds (6.2) establish that R; is contained in an appropriate weak 
L,-space. 
Recall that the weak L,-space L,“(G; dg) consists of the measurable 
functions f for which there is a C > 0 such that 
Moreover, if f E L; one usually defines a quasinorm 
Ilfll,” = sup 
( 
fP s, &{g; If( > li) 
UP 
r>o 
It then follows that L, c Lp” and )I f II,“‘< ilfll, for fe L,. But II. IIF is not a 
norm because it does not satisfy the triangle inequality. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Assume d/m > 1. Then for all sufficiently large 1 one 
has R, E L,“(G; dg), where q satisfies 1 -4-l = m/d. 
The proof is a straightforward application of the bounds of Theorem 6.2. 
The above arguments and estimates can be applied to powers of the 
resolvents, or to fractional powers. In particular the square root of 
(AZ+ A,)-’ is given by 
(AZ+ A,)-“‘= r(1/2)-’ jam dt tp”‘epi.‘S, 
and hence it is determined by the convolution kernel 
R;,“(g) = joa dt t-“2e-“K,(g). 
Therefore if d/m > i one has estimates 
IR;/‘(g)l <a lgl -(d-m/2) e-*(j.“m--Ol.7i 
for large J. and all g E G. This then implies that Rjj2 E L,“(G; dg), where q 
satisfies 1 -4-l = m/2d. We omit the details. 
7. SOBOLEV EMBEDDINGS 
As an application of the foregoing analysis we derive Sobolev embedding 
theorems for Lie groups. These results are directly analogous to the 
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well-known theorems for L,(Rd; dx) but for non-commutative G one must 
distinguish between left and right differential structures. Since each of the 
spaces LJG; clg) is invariant under right translations one can introduce 
corresponding C’?‘-subspaces which we denote by L,; %. The associated 
norms are denoted by // . lIp;fi. Similarly C,;, denotes the C’“-subspace of 
C,(G) corresponding to right translations. 
If G is compact one can establish that L,:, = L,;, for all p E [ 1, co] and 
m = 1, 2, . . but for non-compact G the structures are usually different. The 
general Sobolev embedding result appears to be most naturally formulated 
in terms of the L,,,,. 
THEOREM 7.1. Assume G has dimension d and m 2 2 is an even integer. 
1. If O<n<m-d/p withpe [l, a) then 
L,,,(G; dg) G C,,,(G) 
and the embedding is continuous. 
2. If d/m> 1 andpE (l,dJm) then 
L,;ndG; &I G L,,,,-,,,(G; dg) 
and the embedding is continuous. 
Moreover, if p = 2 then both statements are true for all integers m > 1. 
ProoJ: 1. If fc C,?(G) define f by f(g) =f(g- ‘) and set fA = A -Ii2$ 
Thenf, E L;, and Ilfdll; = ll.fll,,. But 
llfll,=Ilfdll,~ i‘ 5 dt e-l’ IISrll~+-r llfd:A~ 0 
6 dtep(“-“‘)‘t-d/J’” ilfd,j,llp 
by Proposition 4.1. Since d/pm < 1 one obtains an estimate 
Ilf II x G ci. IlfA;Zll~ 
whenever 1, > o. But A-‘/* is an analytic homomorphism so 
(AJ -lj2) = fi;A -‘I2 with fij = (AiA~“*)(e). Consequently 
Ilfd;illp d II (AI+ ALITI1 p, 
where /I. lip denotes the L,-norm with respect to the right-invariant Haar 
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measure dg d(g) -’ and AL is obtained from A, by replacing the Ai with 
Ai + ,!lJ. But 
where Bk is the mth-order differential operator obtained from AL by 
replacing left derivatives &(a;) by right derivatives dR(ai). Consequently 
for a suitable c; > 0. Combining these estimates one obtains a bound 
llfll a2 d CA lIfll,,?FI 
uniform for all f~ CT(G). Since CT(G) is norm dense in L,;, , if p < co, 
this bound extends to all f E L,;, and hence L,,;, is continuously embedded 
in C,(G). 
Next let C‘,(G) denote the continuous functions f over G such that d"*f 
is uniformly bounded and (A "*f )(g) + 0 as lgl + co, equipped with the 
supremum norm. Thus C:(G) c C’,(G). Now let B = A” be a product of the 
generators of left translations on C’,(G) with 1~11 = IZ. Then if cp E C’,(G)* 
one has 
where fA and fdij, are defined as above. Consequently 
I(B*cp, fd)l <jom dtepA’ llvll IIAaS,llp+a Ilfi;.llp. 
But 
by the estimates of Sections 4 and 5. Therefore, since (n + d/p)/m < 1, one 
obtains from the foregoing reasoning an estimate 
I(B*cp,f,)l G Ci. II~II . llf Ilp;ci 
580197/2-l I 
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whenever 3. >w. But this immediately implies that ,f,, ED and in 
addition 
llAYII J: d ci Ilf‘llp:r?~~ 
Since A is an analytic homomorphism it follows immediately that j‘E D(A”) 
and 
for all fe C,“(G) and suitable Cj, Cy > 0. It follows as before that L,:, is 
continuously embedded in C,; A, 
2. Let fe C,“(G) and again define f by f(g) =f(g -‘). Then 
]lfll, = IJA -“‘j‘ll, = IIplii, where 11. II1 again denotes the L,-norm with 
respect to the right-invariant measure dg A(g) - ‘. 
Now f= (AZ + A,)-’ fj, = R, *f;. for 1. sufficiently large where 
fj, = (AZ+ A,)$ Hence if we adopt the decomposition R, = Sl + B,, where 
S,(g) = R,(g) if lgl < ZI and S,(g) = 0 if lg] >/A then p=ps +p” with 
f” = S;. *fj. and %” = B, *fj,. Moreover 
Ilfll,= lI.PllFG IIm+ Ilf”lli. 
We estimate Il~sl/t and Ilp”lii by different methods. 
First, Young’s inequality, Lemma 3.1, gives 
(7.1) 
Il’p* II/Il~d~~“‘~/l,~Illl/ll~ (7.2) 
whenever 1 +r-‘=q -‘+p-’ and $sLp and AP’l’cp~Ly. But for each 
rE [l, m] there is a A,>0 such that A-“‘B,E L, for all q> 1 and all 
i 2 I,. Therefore 
lIPBlIP= IlBi *fAFb llAp”‘B,l/q. llfj.ll~ 
But as fj, = (AZ+ A,)f one has an estimate 
llfill fi d c;. llfll p;A’ 
Consequently choosing q such that 1 - q-’ = m/d 
(7.3) 
lI.P”lIF d c: llfll p:rR (7.4) 
for all A > I., and a suitable c>. where p ~~’ - r-l = m/d, i.e., where 
r=pd/(d-pm). 
Estimating jif”II- is somewhat more delicate. We do this with the aid of 
a local version of the generalized Young inequality. 
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LEMMA 7.2. Let p, q, rE(l,co) satisfy l+pP1=qP1+r-1 and 
let Q be a bounded open subset of G. If cp E L,“(Q; dg) and f E L,= 
L,(G;dgd(g)-‘) then cp*fELpand 
where II . /I p denotes the L,-norm and C,,, 2 1. 
This result is well known if G = Rd and the proof of the general case is 
no subtler [BuB, Chap. III] than the specific case. Hence we again omit 
the details. 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
One has 
But &EL; for q satisfying 1 -4-l = mjd whenever d/m > 1 by 
Corollary 6.2. Therefore if p E ( 1, d/m ) and r ~ ’ = p ~ ’ - m/d it follows from 
Lemma 7.2 that 
lIfSIli~ cp,, Ilwy . IIf&. 
Once again one has the estimate (7.3) and hence 
lIPll?b c,,,c;. IIW4M’. Ilf lIp;fi. 
Combination of (7.1), (7.4), and this last estimate, then gives bounds 
llf Il.~4 Ilf IIp;ri, 
for r =pd/(d-pm) and f E C,?. Since C,? is dense in L,;, this establishes 
that L,;, is continuously embedded in LpdlcdPpmJ. 
It remains to prove the last statement of the theorem. This requires a 
modification of the above proofs which is similar for both statements. 
Hence we only discuss the details needed to establish the first statement for 
odd n. 
First for f E C,? define fd as before but set fdij, = (AZ+ A,)'12 fd, where A 
is sufficiently large that the square root is defined. Then 
fA = r(1/2))’ /= dt t-m’f2e--irSr fdij, 
0 
and proceeding as before, but with p = 2, one obtains an estimate 
Ilf llm GcC, IlfA;>.ll2 
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if d/m < 1. Thus 
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where (., .) denotes the L,-scalar product. But since (L(g)f) ^= R( g).f it 
follows that 
IIL, II *;m,* d c llfll*;nz 
for a suitable c > 0. Combining these estimates one has 
ll.fll z d c, llfll 2;hz. 
It follows as before that 
and the embedding is continuous. Now as m runs over the even integers 
k = m/2 runs over the odd integers and since the condition d/m < 1 is 
equivalent to d/2k < 1 this establishes the n = 0 case of Statement 1 of the 
theorem for p = 2 and all m = 1, 2, . . . . The cases n = 1, 2, . . . are proved 
similarly. 
The discussion of the p = 2 version of Statement 2 is similar but it is 
important to note that the kernel Rf,” of the square root (;IZ+~,,,)“* of 
the resolvent is contained in Li’(G; dg) where 1 - q- ’ = m/2d. 
Theorem 7.1 is valid for odd values of m whenever p E ( 1, GO ) but the 
current method of proof would require estimates of the form 
These bounds are elementary if p=2 but it is not evident that they are 
valid if p # 2. Nevertheless the general result can be established by com- 
bination of the present arguments and the method of [ABR, Sect. 3.21. 
Proposition 3.9 of [ABR] extends the first statement of Theorem 7.1 to all 
m 3 1 and the second statement extends by the same reasoning coupled 
with the generalized Young inequality and interpolation arguments used 
above. This will be discussed in detail elsewhere. 
We conclude with several remarks on the embeddings and the left and 
right differential structures. 
First, the map f-p with p(g) =f( g- ‘) is an isometric isomorphism of 
L, = L,(G; dg) into L, = L,(G; dg d(g)) I). Moreover, it is also an 
isometric isomorphism of L,,;, into L,:,,, or L,:,, into L,,,. Thus 
Theorem 7.1 can be transformed into a statement about embeddings of the 
spaces LPtm. For example, L,,, is continuously embedded in Co,, if 
O< n < m - d/p. But if G is unimodular L, = L, and, more generally 
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L,:, = Lpim. Thus for unimodular groups L,;, is continuously embedded in 
C,;, if 0 < n < m - d/p with p E [ 1, co ) and L,;, is continuously embedded 
in Lpdltd--pm, ifdjm>l andpE(l,d/m). 
If G is not unimodular these conclusions are not necessarily true. For the 
ax+ b group there is an fe L,;, for all m 2 1 such that f# C,(G) (see 
[ABR]). The problem is the decrease at infinity. For f E CF one has 
Il~“2fllm 6 s dte-“’ 1/~,/12,~~ lIW+A,)fl12 I 0 
for large ,k This allows one to conclude that if dj2m < 1 then L,;, is 
continuously embedded in the space e, of continuous functions over G 
such that d “‘f is uniformly bounded and (d’12f)(g) --t 0 as lgl + co. But 
the example shows that one nevertheless does not have L,;, E Co. 
Even if G is unimodular the subspaces L,,:, and L,,;, are generally dif- 
ferent. This can be verified, for example, if G is the Heisenberg group. 
Therefore the statement L,,, c L, for r =pd/(d-pm) in Theorem 7.1 and 
the similar statement L,;, c L, are distinct result for unimodular groups. 
Nevertheles if G is compact then L,;,, = L,., for all p, m; the left and right 
differential structures are “locally” identical. The difference occurs at 
“infinity.” 
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